
Test Your Enon Hall Knowledge

Across
1. A house that is only one room deep
4. The 1880s room that will become William's bedroom
5. Standing seam ______ roof
11. The old screened porch has a ______ floor.
13. Our temporary kitchen is in the _____ room.
14. Collie buried outside the graveyard wall: "___ Maple Mont"
15. Porch ceiling
17. Lucy
19. Often caught from the dock during the summer
20. That particular beam's not real, it's ____.
21. We very briefly painted Enon Hall this color.
23. He hates OSB
26. Behind the old plaster you'll find riven strips of wood called ______.
27. Our state
28. Gay will have a _________ tub in the new master bathroom.
32. ____________ Creek
35. A place we visit often for inspiration
37. "Poison ___"



38. Another term for "Vertical Grain"
Down
2. Where our ancestors reside.
3. Putting WD-40 in a ___________ is not a recommended means of lubricating a windmill.
6. Sits atop a 40-foot tower in the backyard
7. Another term for a Dutch Colonial roof
8. "That d*mn ___ bush"
9. The most common type of tree at Enon Hall
10. Heart____ flooring
12. The bulkhead doors lead to the _____.
14. Caught eating out of Lucy's bowl
16. Color we are painting the porch ceilings
18. Gnarly tree gleefully cut down this spring
19. Smokehouse, Kitchen Quarters, and _________
22. Color of the house
24. It took the dadgum _____ nine freakin' weeks to complete our foundation.
25. Enon Hall was in the ____________ family from 1762 until 1939
29. Number of chimneys
30. The back porch has ______ posts. (shape)
31. Shooting a ____ into your finger is painful.
33. Gay is sometimes known as the "________ Queen."
34. Lives under the smokehouse
36. "_______ the Archaeologist"
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